
Technical Rider - The Planetoids - Version 1.8 – As of Dec. 17th, 2018

This rider has been carefully elaborated and we expect it to be followed in its entirety. In case of queries or
change requests, please contact the following contacts. We will then find a solution together.

We're looking forward to the collaboration and a successful concert! 

Contacts

Management Christine Preitauer
Tel.: +49-170-3435471
Mail: christine.preitauer@gmail.com

Technical Contacts: Jens Nolte (Sound Engineer)
Tel.: +49-172-6822317
Mail: jensnlt@gmail.com

Piet Charlet (Bassist)
Tel.: +49-173-7990955
Mail: piet@timetools.de

PA System

A professional, high-quality PA System that is suitable for the venue is required. The system must be able to 
produce a level of  105dBA without distortion at the mixing desk, spreading the level evenly all over the 
venue.

Mixing Desk

Our sound engineer Jens may have his own mixing desk with him (we'll inform you in time)! 
If he doesn't, a mixing desk with at least 18 microfone- and 4 line inputs and with at least 6 Aux sends is 
required. If the front of house and the monitor mixes are made from separate positions, one of these desks is
required at each position and a talk back connection has to be established between the stage and both 
mixing desks. Please inform us as soon as possible which mixing desk will be present at our show.
If Jens is not with us (because he drank too much – again – or some similar reason) and the sound 
engineer(s) are provided by the concert organiser, they need to know the present mixing desk(s) by heart.

Wedges

On normal-sized stages, the organiser provides 4 wedges for the stage and in case of a separate mixing 
place for monitoring one additional wedge there.
The wedges can be fed by one separate Aux send each. Our drummer is very happy when there's an 
additional drum fill for bass frequencies.
In smaller venues (such as pubs etc.) we can play with less monitoring, of course. Please contact us for 
details!
If we travel with our in ear monitoring systems, 3 of the wedges on stage can be disregarded (only the one at
the bass position remains necessary, see stage plan). In this case, we need 3 separate, symmetrical, 
tethered monitor Aux sends via XLR cable on stage. Again, talk to us if this is a thing at your place.
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Cabling, Electricity, Multicore

The organiser provides
• the complete cabling of mixing desk(s), wedges and PA system with one or several 

multicores which are spread reasonably on stage
• electricity on stage (see stage plan), shock-proof plugs, 230V, 16A, secured with an FI circuit

breaker
• all micophone cables
• enough multi-plug electricity cables (at least 10 with 3 or more plugs each) and extensions

Microphones and Stands

The organiser provides all microphones and the correspondent stands. Required are:

Signal Microphone Stand 48V Phantom 
Power

Bass Drum spec. BD-Mic (Shure Beta 52 
eetc.), PZM, MD421, RE20 etc.

small, for PZM none In case of PZM yes,
otherwise no

Snare Drum SM57 small

Hi Hat AKG C451 etc. tall X

Tom 1 MD421 oder clip mic etc. Clip or tall

Tom 2 MD421 oder clip mic etc. Clip or tall

OH L small diaphragm condenser 
(KM140 etc.)

Tall X

OH R small diaphragm condenser 
(KM140 etc.)

Tall X

Samplepad DI-Box -

Bass DI-Box -

Gitarre DI-Box for Kemper Profiling Amp -

Keyboard L DI-Box -

Keyboard R DI-Box -

Prophet Synthesizer L DI-Box -

Prophet Synthesizer R DI-Box -

Vocal Jonas (Lead Vocal,
Guitar)

SM58 etc. Tall, with boom!

Vocal Sven (Keyboard) SM58 etc. Tall, with boom!

Vocal Piet (Bass) SM58 etc. Tall, with boom!

Vocal Luca (Drumset) SM58 etc. Tall, with boom!

This is the minimum for normal-sized stages. If possible, we are very happy about a microphone for the 
snare drum bottom (MD441, SM57 etc.) and bass drum outside (Beta 52 etc.).
In smaller venues, maybe a lot less does suffice. When in doubt, please contact the contacts!

Backline

We bring the entire backline ourselves.
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Stage

The stage must be flat, stable, built free of vibration, grounded and statically safe. The stage is clean and 
rainproof in all areas. The free, usable are of the stage must not be smaller than 6x2m. After the sound 
check, the complete backline including microphones and cabling stays on stage until the show.

Setup and Sound Check

We need at least 45 minutes for setup (including microphone placement) if we start from scratch. In a drum 
sharing situation we are faster, of course.
The sound check requires at least another 40 minutes. In a festival situation, when time is of the essence 
and the stage is ready anyway, we're prepared to play with less preparation. A short line check of 10-15 
minutes is always necessary though.

Light

We are very pleased when there's a nice light show that is appropriate for the venue and is operated by a 
lighting technician provided by the organiser. Enough light from the front that reaches the entire stage is 
required in any case. The electric circuit for the light must be separated from the circuit of the audio 
equipment to avoid humming.

Stage  Plan
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